Wish List

A series of books that I read as a child that focuses on the adventures of mice and a disgruntled porcupine. They would help my collection branch away from dogs.

A non-fiction addition about a cat. My collection is sorely lacking in non-fiction adventures.

Though featuring a dog, the book is non-fiction and takes place in a war, two things that are lacking in my collection. Plus, I do love history, particularly WWII, so it can be part of this collection and my WWII collection.

A non-fiction book that focuses on a hawk. In addition, it’s another female, real life protagonist.

Paired with *H is for Hawk*, it would help flesh out the bird part of my collection, along with being another non-fiction book.

An all-time favorite as a kid, this book would add nostalgia and more animal diversity, since the main animals are actually toys and none of them are dogs.

Being non-fiction, having a female protagonist, and about a kitten abandoned at a library, I believe this book would pair well with Gwin Cooper’s *Homer’s Odyssey*.

A series about dragons aimed for children. Being a box set, it would match my Warrior Cats box set and has the added bonus of bringing more fantasy and reptiles into the collection.

I read this book long ago and though it does feature dogs, it’s set in a dystopian future and adds a bit of science fiction to the collection. I’ve read it before and it’s a page-turner that left me stymied and thinking critically. It’d add a bit of challenge to the collection as a whole.

My collection is very much lacking Tolkien, and being a Tolkien book *Roverandom* can join this collection and my Tolkien collection. It’s a fun little tale who’s ending is perfectly happy, rather than the bittersweet endings that haunt my collection.